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Abstract
This paper investigates whether lack of structural transformation can explain why
countries fall in the middle-income trap. Expanding the analysis of Eichengreen, Park
and Shin (2013), it performs a probit regression analysis of a panel of 137 countries
from 1963 to 2010. The variables of interest are export diversification and
manufacturing export quality as proxies of structural transformation at the middleincome level. The paper empirically tests whether these two characteristics of the
structural transformation can lower the likelihood of middle-income slowdowns. The
findings show that diversifying the export composition can offer a way to escape the
trap, while upgrading manufacturing goods is a fruitless strategy to avoid middleincome slowdowns.
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Abbreviations
GDP: Gross Domestic Product
MICs: Middle-income countries
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HICs: High-income countries
GVC: Global value chains
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R&D: Research and development
EPS: Eichengreen, Park and Shin
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Introduction	
  
The majority of the poor people today live in middle-income countries (Kanbur and
Sumner, 2011). Since World War 2, very few have successfully graduated to the highincome country group, and most have been stuck in the “middle-income trap”. Until
recently, growth literature has explained the lack of economic performance in
developing countries through “poverty traps” (Sachs, 2005), “conflict traps”, (Collier,
2007), inadequacies of the Washington Consensus policies (Rodrik, 2007), lack of
institutions (Acemoglu, et. al., 2001; 2012), or lack of “good governance” (North,
2003). These explanations are addressed to less-developed countries in general, but
less is known about what blocks the way of middle-income countries in joining their
high-income counterparts. There have been only 13 middle-income countries out of
101 who were able to join the “high-income club” since the 1950s (World Bank,
2012). The performances of the ones who were able to converge and the ones who
have been stuck are illustrated in figure 1.
Figure 1: Cross-country comparison of income convergence
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Source: Author’s own calculation using data from World Bank’s database from 1963
to 2010.
Although 20 years ago low-income countries (LICs) had 93% of the world’s poor,
global poverty has shifted its geography towards the middle-income countries (MICs,
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henceforth) where 72% of the world’s poor live today (Kanbur and Sumner, 2011).
Therefore, understanding the economic performance of the MICs can make a
substantial contribution to improve the living standards of the world’s poor. To refer
to the developmental challenges the MICs are facing, Gill and Kharas coined the term
“middle-income trap” (MIT, henceforth) in a report to the World Bank in 2007. In
their definition, MICs are trapped between the low-wage poor-country competitors in
labour-intensive production and the rich-country innovators in technology-intensive
production, which disables them to make further progress after they graduate into the
middle-income level (page 5).
However, the consensus over MIT’s existence or its definition still have not been
formed. The camp that denies the existence of the MIT includes Pritchett and
Summers (2014) who do not find a systematic challenge in income convergence that
is particular to MICs. On the other hand, Aiyar et. al. (2013) find that MICs
systematically slow down after they join the middle-income group and fail to graduate
into the high-income group. In their study, the determinants of these slowdowns are
lack of infrastructural development, lack of regional integration, and lack of
diversification in product and export basket. Similarly, Eichengreen, Park and Shin
(EPS, henceforth) in 2013 found evidence for fast-growing MICs slowing down at the
income ranges of $10,000-$11,000 and at $15,000-$16,000 GDP per capita level.
They also show that the risk of slowdowns increase with volatile inflation rates,
undervaluation of exchange rates, old-age dependency ratios, low levels of education,
and lack of high-technology products in the export basket.
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Figure 2: Countries that avoided the Middle-Income Trap*

*2008 per capita GDP relative to the US, against 1960 per capita GDP relative to the
US.
Source: The Economist “The Middle-Income Trap”, calculated using data from the
World Bank
Figure 2 shows the countries that are trapped and those that have escaped the MIT.
Those that are in the top middle section are the ones who successfully transitioned
from the middle-income to high-income level, whereas those that are in the midsection in the middle row are the ones who have been trapped in the same category
since 1960. On a more optimistic note, the rise of East Asia may offer a template for a
way out of the MIT to attain income levels comparable to early industrialised
countries. On a more pessimistic note, however, Latin American countries failed to
attain high-income levels for several decades, almost for half a century, and have
stagnated at the middle-income level (Aiyar et. al., 2013: 3; Paus, 2014: 9). What are
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the characteristics that distinguish the performances of the escapees of the MIT with
those that have remained trapped?
In answering this question, this paper will investigate the role of structural
transformation. It will expand EPS (2013)’s probit model to investigate the
association between structural transformation – measured by quality upgrading of
manufacturing goods, and diversification of the country’s export structure – and the
risk of growth slowdowns after attaining the MIC status. To quantify these measures,
I employ the indices from IMF (2014)’s Export Diversification and Quality
Databases. Using a panel of 137 countries from 1963 to 2010, I run a probit
regression to investigate the effect of export diversification and the quality of
manufactured goods on the likelihood of experiencing middle-income growth
slowdowns. Interestingly and somewhat paradoxically, the results show that
upgrading the quality of manufacturing exports increases the likelihood of
experiencing a slowdown, while diversifying the export structure lowers the same
likelihood.
Given the importance of such a relationship for development policy and funding, the
findings of this research have value for providing a clear policy framework to the
MICs. The results of the present paper indicate that a manufacturing-oriented growth
strategy may not be viable for today’s MICs. The results also advise the MICs to
diversify their economic activities to escape the MIT. This is because diversification
enables the creation of backward and forward linkages between sectors (captured by
the intensive diversification index); it also allows the economy to advance towards the
production of new goods (captured by the extensive diversification index) which
together makes the national economic structure more dense, less dependent on foreign
demand and less susceptible to external shocks.
The originality of the present research comes from its contribution to the MIT
literature by providing the first analysis that links diversification and manufacturing
quality to the likelihood of falling in the MIT. It is the first to offer an econometric
analysis to investigate the association between structural transformation and the
likelihood of experiencing middle-income growth slowdowns.
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The paper first reviews the literature and identifies the gap and the problems with the
existing work. Only one study (Felipe et. al., 2012) in the literature examines the
relationship between the performance on structural transformation and the MIT.
However, it only offers Student t-test comparisons of decadal averages of index
values of sophistication and diversification between trapped and non-trapped
countries, but they do not support this with an empirical investigation. Thus, the
present paper aims to contribute to the literature by providing the first empirical
evidence for the association between the MIT and structural transformation, by
examining the relationship between manufacturing quality and MIT, and between
export diversification and MIT.
The purpose of this study is to show that growth without enhancing production
capabilities (through diversifying the products and upgrading their quality) is doomed
to slow and is insufficient to enable countries to attain high-income country standards.
The results show robust evidence for the effect of export diversification in lowering
the probability of growth slowdowns but provide no evidence for a positive effect of
quality upgrading of manufacturing exports to lower the same probability.

Literature	
  Review	
  
Standard growth theory, especially the neoclassical variant, has little room to explain
growth slowdowns or the MIT. The augmented Solow model, which narrowly reduces
economic growth down to capital accumulation, labour and productivity growth,
predicts long-term income convergence rate of 2%, which implies that the economy
moves to its steady state* in about 70 years (Mankiw, Romer, and Weil, 1992).
However, this prediction is proved to be unrealistic by both economic analysis
(Bernanke and Gurkaynak, 2001) and historical evidence: 70% of the middle-income
countries in 1970 still remain in the middle-income range, while 14% fell into the
low-income classification (Bulman et. al., 2014).

*steady state is the equilibrium state with stable population, stable consumption and
stable income level
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Gill and Kharas (2007) identified MICs’ economic and developmental challenges by
calling it broadly the “middle-income trap” and pioneered a mass literature on the
subject. Rigorous studies followed to investigate such systematic challenges at the
middle-income level, assessed by both economic growth (Aiyar, et. al. 2013;
Eichengreen et. al. 2012, 2013; Robertson and Ye, 2013, World Bank 2011, 2012)
and by the development of productive capabilities and structural change (Felipe, et.
al., 2012; Fortunato, 2014; Ohno, 2009; Paus, 2014, ILO, 2014; OECD, 2013; World
Bank, 2012).
MIT remains a controversial subject. Hence, there is a large volume of discussion
among academics and international institutions over its existence, its definition, and
its empiricism. The complexity of different approaches and definitions obstruct the
forming of a consensus. Two approaches to the MIT are discussed in this section,
namely the growth performance approach and the structural transformation
approach, which will then be linked to provide a comprehensive understanding of the
MIT.

The	
  growth	
  performance	
  framework	
  
This framework is often where the debate on the existence of the MIT takes place.
The considerably large room for arbitrariness in defining the “trap”, classifying the
“middle-income” level, and specifying the empirical measurements can change the
results the authors find. For this group of authors, the MIT is a slowdown of growth
and lack of income convergence. From this perspective, it is methodologically
plausible to both accept and reject that the MIT exist.

Middle-‐Income	
  Trap	
  Does	
  Not	
  Exist	
  
One of the main studies that reject the idea of a MIT is from Pritchett and Summers
(2014). They find that growth slowdowns do not particularly occur at the middleincome range, because in their study there is weak statistical evidence for the
relationship between the level of income and the likelihood of a deceleration. They
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acknowledge the lack of persistence of developing country growth rates, but they
argue that in the long-term these slowdowns are in fact ‘regression to the mean’ – a
statistical tendency where random upward fluctuations will be followed by decreases
to revert the pattern towards the mean. Hence, the higher the growth rate of a country,
the higher the risk of a slowdown, regardless of the income level. Therefore, the fastgrowing countries which recently entered the middle-income classification will
almost by definition slow down, and this “regression to the mean” should not be
overstated by calling it a “trap”.
Im and Rosenblatt (2013)’s analysis examines the historical transitions of countries’
moving from one classification to another. They find that the probability of joining
the HICs is no less than the probability of remaining in the MIC category, and reject
the existence of the MIT.
Similarly, Bulman, Eden, and Nguyen (2014) reject the view that there is an unusual
stagnation or a trap particular for MICs. However, they acknowledge that a lack of
transition of growth strategies from LIC- to MIC-oriented growth will result in
stagnation. In their view, if the MICs insist on growth strategies that are focused on
capital accumulation and labour-intensive production, it is natural that they will
experience stagnation. Instead, the growth strategies that the authors recommend for
MICs to escape the trap include (1) transforming the economic structure from
agriculture towards industry, (2) increasing export shares, (3) lowering inequality and
dependency ratios will enable MICs to escape the so-called trap.

Middle-‐Income	
  Trap	
  Exists	
  
EPS (2012) find evidence for systematic slowdowns at the middle-income level. In
their definition, which extends Hausmann et. al. (2005)’s growth acceleration
definition, three conditions must be satisfied to identify a growth episode as a
“slowdown”:
gt, t+n ≥ 3.5
gt, t+n – gt-n,t ≥ 2.0
yt > $10,000

(1)
(2)
(3)
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A slowdown is identified if a country has had an episode of growth over 3.5% or
above during a horizon of n years (equation 1). This must be followed by a growth
deceleration of 2% or more between two successive episodes of growth (equation 2).
The final condition requires the country to have a per capita income level of $10,000
or above (equation 3). They set the time horizon to be 8 years, hence n=7, which
again follows Hausmann et. al. (2005). EPS (2013) find evidence for systematic
slowdowns peaking at two modes, one at $10,000-$11,000 and the other at $15,000$16,000 per capita GDP.
They admit Pritchett and Summers (2014)’s argument that a mechanical relationship
solely between income level and growth slowdown is implausible, but they also
attempt to find determinants other than income level. Their data show that traps are
more likely with low trade openness, high old-age dependency ratios, high and
volatile inflation rates, undervalued exchange rates and low consumption shares of
GDP. In their later study, they confirm the significance of these factors and also add
that middle-income countries with high levels of secondary and tertiary education and
with larger shares of high-tech products in their export composition have less risk of
falling in the trap. They also speculate that the lack of qualified and educated staff
explain Malaysia’s and Thailand’s MIT, and that China is under the same skillsshortage risk (EPS, 2013: 13), which is confirmed by other studies (Felipe, 2012;
Flaaen, 2013).
The main shortcoming of EPS (2012, 2013)’s methodology is that it limits the sample
of countries above an income level of $10,000 per capita. Therefore, the slowdowns
they identify are mainly of developed and oil-exporting countries. $10,000 income per
capita and above does not fit with any MIC classification in the academic literature or
in the lending criteria of international organisations. Although the authors try to
justify this for taking interest in “economic maturity”, their analysis do not have any
implications on the countries that are by definition in the “middle-income” range.
This weakness was also criticised by Aiyar et. al. (2013), Paus (2014), Pritchett and
Summers (2014).
Williamson (2012) also criticises EPS (2012) and argues through a neoclassical lens
that these slowdowns are implicit in the notion of convergence. Williamson is still
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hopeful that these “slowing down countries” will eventually achieve a high-income
status, and that “trap” is an exaggeration. However, his view is challenged when one
considers the fact that there are only 13 countries that became high-income since the
1950s (World Bank, 2012:12).
In contrast to EPS (2012, 2013), Aiyar et. al. (2013) take all slowdowns into account
regardless of their income levels and find that MICs experience disproportionately
more growth slowdowns. This confirms the link between income level and growth
slowdowns, and specifically the link between middle-income level and growth
slowdowns, which is in contrast to Pritchett and Summers (2014)’s findings. Testing
15 different thresholds to define a “middle-income” country, they find that the
frequency of the slowdowns of the MICs is consistently and remarkably higher than
that of the LICs and HICs. The MICs’ frequency is shown in orange in Figure 3. This
finding is complemented by Robertson and Ye (2013), who make comparisons using
the income ratio relative to the US, instead of using income levels, and they confirm
Aiyar et. al. (2013)’s conclusion. Thus, MIT exist and is robust to definitional
differences.
Is there a Middle-Income Trap?

Figure 3: Aiyar et. al. (2013) calculations.
*

Income thresholds show the lower and upper threshold for defining the middle-

income range; for example, 1/12 indicates a lower threshold of $1,000 and an upper
threshold of $12,000.
Source: Aiyar et. al (2013) page 12
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For classifying countries, Felipe et. al. (2012) find that the following set of thresholds
has the highest explanatory power:
t0 = $2,000

Separating low from lower-middle income

t1 = $7,250

Separating lower-middle from upper-middle income

t2 = $11,750

Separating upper-middle from high income

Felipe et. al. have a unique methodology to identify a trapped country. They take the
median of years spent in the middle-income category by the escapees of the trap, and
if another country took longer than this number of years in the MIC group, then they
are considered ‘trapped’. For lower-MICs, this threshold is 28 years, and for upper
MICs, this is 14 years. The level of arbitrariness is small in their classification, as they
test 10,080 possible combinations of income thresholds using the Maddison income
dataset starting from year 1. Accordingly, 30 countries are in the lower-MIT, and 5
are in the upper-MIT, which are listed in the table in Appendix 1.
The following table summarises the views discussed.
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Table 1: Summary of views on the “middle-income trap”
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Structural	
  Transformation	
  Lens	
  
Growth can be initiated through inflows of foreign short-term capital, inflows of
remittances and commodity price booms. This type of growth is unlikely to be
sustained if the long-term international competitiveness of the economy depends on
declining wages and inflows of foreign investment, and the risk of falling in MIT will
be high. Unlike the structural transformation lens, measurements of economic growth
fail to capture the essential transformation in the economy’s production structure and
capabilities.
“Quality upgrading” and “diversification of production” are essential for MICs to
continue transforming their economic structure and develop their production
capabilities. Strategies for a MIC’s structural transformation, which are focused on
diversifying and upgrading, are different than the strategies for a LIC’s structural
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transformation, which primarily refers to the transfer of surplus labour from
traditional to relatively more modern activities. This section will provide the
theoretical model behind structural transformation, which will be followed by the
literature linking that to the MIT.
The Lewisian dual-sector model divides the economy into two sectors: ‘traditional’
low-productivity sector and ‘modern’ high-productivity sector (Lewis, 1954).
Looking at figure 4, the traditional society starts off with the initial stage from A to B,
underdeveloped and facing the poverty trap (Tho, 2013: 4). When it escapes the
poverty trap, point B, the country will start to structurally change its economy shifting
its labour surplus from traditional to modern sectors, taking advantage of its cheap
and unskilled labour and imitation of foreign technology to modernise its production
(Dewitte, 2014). During this stage, people’s incomes rise; demand for food will reach
its natural limit, while demand for industrial goods will rise.
However, this will only sustain progress until the “Lewisian turning point” which
coincides with C in figure 4. This is when the surplus labour drains and wages start
rising, labour-intensive exports will become less competitive in global markets, and
boosting productivity by shifting labour surplus from agriculture to industries is no
longer possible (Tho, 2013, page 4). Hence, MICs are more likely to fall in the MIT
after their labour surplus is transferred.
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Figure 4: Development Stages of an Economy

A-B: Traditional society, underdeveloped and facing “poverty trap”
B-C: Start of the development stage, escape from “poverty trap”
C: Middle-income level
C-D: Sustained growth towards the high-income level
D: High-income level
C-E: Stagnation – “middle-income trap”
Source: Tho, 2013, page 4
The countries that are able to adapt their growth strategies away from capital- and
labour-intensive production will follow the path from C to D, and develop production
capabilities with more diversified and dynamic production, with more backward and
forward linkages, and with more technology and quality content. Others, who fail to
do so, are squeezed between low-wage country competitors and high-technology
innovator countries, which is denoted as the line from C to E – “the middle income
trap” (ibid, page 5).
In the same tradition as Lewis, Kaldor (1967) regarded manufacturing as the engine
of growth – as the typical “high-productivity sector” where the surplus labour will be
absorbed the most. Further, structural economists, including Rosenstein-Rodan
(1943), Prebisch (1950), Singer (1950), hypothesised that primary commodities –
associated with the low-productivity sector – have declining prices against the price of
manufactured goods, and that trading without establishing a manufacturing sector
would be a “dead end” for developing countries. This tradition is furthered by more
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recent studies, including Rodrik (2012) and Felipe (2014), who show that
manufacturing industries exhibit unconditional convergence in labour productivity
and income growth, which help LICs and MICs attain high-income standards.
UNCTAD (2003:93) confirm these theoretical arguments; high manufacturing exports
distinguish slowed-down MICs from high-growth MICs, because manufacturing
sector has more capacity to absorb the labour surplus from agriculture during the
structural change. Historically, manufacturing activity has also enabled the growthenhancing reallocation of resources to industries in East Asia and Europe (Henn, et.
al., 2013; Timmer et. al., 2014).
However, it is also questionable whether manufacturing is imperative for
developmental progress in today’s context. Technological innovation might be
blocking the potential of manufacturing sector to offer job opportunities and absorb
the surplus labour, because production is becoming more capital- and skill-intensive
and the need for labour is falling. In fact, Ghani and O’Connell (2014) found that
since 1990s, services offer latecomers more advantage in catching up compared to the
manufacturing sector (page 6). Further, Kaplinsky (2005) shows that export price and
terms of trade of manufacturing commodities have consistently deteriorated, which is
shown in figure 5. According to him, developing countries have targeted the
expansion of manufacturing sector as a growth strategy in an attempt to avoid
specialising in primary commodities such as coffee or cocoa (page 188). However,
returns from manufactured goods are also poor and have fallen since the 1974, even
more sharply since 1985 when China entered the global market for manufactures.
This could be a result of the hierarchy of global value-chains (GVCs, henceforth)
where the manufacturing goods are losing their value-added by becoming the
intermediaries, stuck between the design and marketing of the final product. Hence,
emphasising manufacturing may not be the solution to “unequal trade” anymore, as
Singer and Prebisch hypothesised.
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Figure 5: Terms of trade in manufactures 1969-1995

Source: Kaplinsky, 2005, page 188
Further, Ohno (2009) argues that the main reason why growth is difficult to sustain
after middle-income levels is because capabilities are hard to internalise from foreign
investors. Developing countries are typically asked to engage with the lowest segment
of the GVCs for labour-intensive assembly under foreign guidance, where the valueadded of the final product goes to the foreign companies who own the technology and
the management of the local production. Hence, the difficulty of local producers to
internalise the technology and management is depicted as the “glass ceiling” between
stage 2 (foreign guidance of production) and stage 3 (localised management and
technology) in Ohno’s analysis, as shown in figure 6. Avoiding the MIT depends on
the ability of the local firms to break the glass ceiling and make this transition (ibid:
1-25).
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Figure 6: Stages of Catch-up Industrialisation

Source: Ohno, 2009, page 37

Structural	
  Transformation	
  by	
  Upgrading	
  Quality	
  
Hausmann, Hwang, and Rodrik (2007) show that more “sophisticated” products and
exports will allow better growth and developmental performance at all income levels.
Transforming the product and export basket to include more sophisticated products is
an indicator of development of production capabilities, which will enable the MICs to
further continue transforming their economic structure after they reap the benefits of
transferring labour from agricultural to urban jobs. Further, Sutton (2001, 2005)
argues that growth is driven by the accumulation of the firms’ capabilities, which is
revealed by the quality of their production.
Felipe et. al (2012) examines the role of sophistication of the export basket in the
MIT context. He takes the index of export sophistication from Hausmann et. al.
(2007) and compares it between the countries that are in the MIT and the countries
who are not (who recently graduated from the MIC level). The results, based on
Student t-test comparisons (see Appendix 2), show that the sophistication index of
trapped countries is significantly lower than that of the countries who made a
transition out of the MIC level. Hence, sophistication of the export basket may be one
of the characteristics that distinguish the performance of trapped and non-trapped
countries. (ibid: page 39-40).
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Structural	
  Transformation	
  by	
  Diversifying	
  Production	
  
The existing theories of trade and growth, especially the Ricardian trade theory,
predict that economies which specialise in a specific range of goods will be able to
increase competitiveness and accumulate technologies in that production. Dornbusch
et. al. (1977) also argue that countries must specialise in a narrow range of products
and import the rest of their demands to benefit the falling transport costs, economies
of scale and the multilateral liberalisation of trade. Kharas and Kohli (2011) and Gill
and Kharas (2007) suggest that specialising in production will enable MICs to take
advantage of economies of scale and become “champions in specific niche areas”
(page 286). They say, specialising in fewer activities will allow the spillovers of
technology and exploitation of foreign innovation in those specific sectors. These
theories, however, do not take development of production capabilities, structural
change or the hierarchy of global production chains into account.
There are contending theoretical arguments, which are in favour of diversification.
Acemoglu and Zilibotti (1997) argue that lack of diversification will increase
uncertainty and slow down the progress in development and growth (page 711).
Diversification minimises the risks of relying on a narrow range of projects and of
sector specific shocks, and thus, accompanies economic growth.
One of the pioneering empirical studies on diversification is from Imbs and Wazciarg
(2003) where they investigate the pattern of sectoral diversification along the
developmental path. Their findings show that, at the start of the economic
development, countries first diversify by spreading economic activity across various
sectors. There is a point, however, when sectoral diversification starts to fall and
economies start concentrating in certain activities – indicating a U-shaped pattern
between sectoral concentration and income as shown in figure 7. Looking at the
experience of HICs, this point occurred at approximately $9,000 GDP per capita in
1985 dollars, which corresponds to around $20,000 in today’s dollars. As stated
above, considering that the middle-income range is from $2,000 to $11,750 (Felipe,
et. al., 2012), these results tell that a MIC should adopt a growth strategy that is
targeted at diversification even after it becomes a borderline HIC. Klinger and
Lederman (2006) and Cadot, Carrère and Strauss-Khan (2011) expand the same
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investigation and find an almost identical turning point. Hence, it is plausible to
speculate that the MICs that prematurely specialise in a narrow range of sectors may
get “stuck” along the economic development path, as they are typically below
$20,000 per capita income level.
Figure 7: Sectoral Diversification and GDP per capita*

*The Gini index here has the same intuition as the conventional Gini index; higher
levels of the index indicate inequality among sectors and more concentration; lower
levels indicate more distribution and equality among sectors and more diversification.
Source: Imbs and Wacziarg, 2003, page 71
Taking this to the context of MIT, Felipe et. al. (2012) construct an index of
diversification and compare this indicator between a group of trapped countries and
another group of countries that graduated from the MIC status. The figures in
Appendix 2 show the remarkably low levels of diversification in trapped countries.
The authors speculate that the trapped countries may in fact be in a “product trap”,
because they perform very poorly in both sophistication and diversification of
products. Being stuck at producing goods that are not well-connected with other
products (because of lack of diversification) and that are unsophisticated, they fail to
discover new and upgraded products that they could be competitive at. Thus, lack of
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diversification coupled with lack of sophistication may explain why countries fall in
the MIT (ibid, page 39).
In conclusion, almost all the studies of the MIT literature acknowledge the distinct
challenges that MICs are facing, but some are too cautious to use such a strong word
by calling it a “trap”. After all, the concept is still very new and there is no theoretical
characterisation of the phenomenon.
Structural transformation approach allows us to differentiate between “income
convergence” and “capability convergence”. Assessing an economy through its
income level is incomplete, because it neglects the extent of structural transformation
and the development of production capabilities in the economy. What this paper is
interested in is the MICs’ ability to continue their structural transformation, after they
pass the Lewisian turning point, by developing their production capabilities.
Therefore, it adopts a quantitative analysis framework that complements the growth
slowdown approach with variables that proxy structural transformation (development
of production capabilities through quality upgrading and diversifying) in its empirical
specification.

Data	
  and	
  Empirical	
  Specification	
  
Identification	
  of	
  Slowdowns	
  
I take EPS (2012, 2013)’s identification of ‘growth slowdowns’ which builds on
Hausmann, Pritchett and Rodrik (2005)’s identification of ‘growth accelerations’. The
present analysis will take the same conditions that EPS (2012, 2013) apply but change
the last one:
gt, t+n ≥ 3.5

(1)

gt-n,t – gt, t+n ≥ 2.0

(2)

yt > $2,000

(3)
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EPS are interested in slowdowns associated with “economic maturity” (ibid, 2012: 7).
Therefore, they limit their data by specifying the third condition as (3) yt > $10,000.
However, this research is concerned with the kind of slowdown that captures MICs’
“inability to develop”, rather than “economic maturity”. Therefore, I limit the data to
include MICs, whose GDP per capita is above $2,000. This threshold comes from
Felipe et. al. (2012)’s classification of countries in which the level of arbitrariness is
small, as discussed in the literature review. Further, this classification does not differ
much from other classifications such as that of the World Bank, Aiyar et. al. (2013),
Im and Rosenblatt (2013).
The first condition requires that a growth episode of n years must have an average
growth rate of 3.5% or above. Growth rate average (gt, t+n ) over a horizon of n years
is calculated by taking the least squares growth rate of GDP per capita from year t to
year t+n. Both EPS (2012, 2013) and Hausmann et. al. (2005), take n=7 as the length
of a growth episode, and so do I.
The second condition demands that growth must decelerate by 2%. This means that
there must be a 2 percentage point difference between successive growth episodes, for
example, between the episode of 1990-1997 and the episode of 1997-2004. If all these
conditions are satisfied, then I can conclude that the slowdown is non-negligible.
The data for growth rate of GDP based on constant 2005 US dollars come from World
Bank’s database, covering years from 1960 to 2014 with 137 countries. The data and
this specification yield 154 incidences of growth slowdown. This is similar to the
number of slowdowns EPS (2013) identify, which is 146, although their data come
from Penn World Table 7.1.
This specification identifies a string of consecutive years as growth slowdowns in
some cases. For example, all years from 2005 to 2007 in Argentina satisfy all
slowdown conditions. However, since I am interested in slowdown ‘episodes’, not
individual years of slowdown, I break them by using a Chow test which selects the
year that has the highest likelihood of a structural break. Doing so reduces the number
of slowdowns from 154 to 83. The table in Appendix 3 shows all 83 slowdown
episodes this specification identifies.
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The following demonstrates the growth slowdowns according to income ranges per
thousand dollars:
Figure 8: Frequency of slowdowns according to income ranges per thousand dollars

Source: Author’s own calculation using data from World Bank’s growth rate of GDP
and GDP per capita based on constant 2005 US dollars
The figure shows that slowdowns occur disproportionately at the $2,000-3,000 and
$3,000-4,000 GDP per capita level. This emphasises the strength of this specification;
if I followed EPS (2012, 2013) who limited their data to $10,000 income per capita or
above, I would have missed a significant number of the slowdowns that MICs have
experienced.
The list of slowdowns (in Appendix 3) shows that 42% of the slowdowns identified
are of Latin American countries, 2% are of East Asian, 10% are of Sub-Saharan
Africa, and 11% are of European or North American countries.
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Determinants	
  of	
  Slowdowns	
  
Variables	
  
I use an index for diversification of exports and an index for quality of manufacturing
exports to capture the effect of the extent of structural transformation on the
probability of falling in the MIT. The data for both indices come from IMF’s
Diversification Toolkit, which cover 137 countries from 1963 to 2010.

Diversification	
  
Export diversification index is constructed by using the Theil Index, which is
originally proposed to measure income inequality and lack of racial diversity. If the
export shares are more equal, the economy is more diversified. Higher values indicate
lower diversification and more specialisation.
The index has three indicators: extensive, intensive and total Theil index. Export
product diversification can occur through new product lines, which is captured by the
extensive margin. Extensive diversification is calculated through:
TB = ∑k (Nk/N) (µk/µ) ln(µk/µ)
where k is the group of products, Nk is the number of products exported in group k,
and µk/µ represents the relative average of exports in group k. On the other hand,
intensive margin represents diversification through a more diversified mix of existing
products and is calculated by:
Tw = ∑k (Nk/N) (µk/µ) {(1/Nk ) ∑i∈Ik (xi/µk) ln(xi/µk)}
where x is export value. Total margin is the sum of extensive and intensive margins
(IMF, 2014). I test all three measures of diversification for robustness.
The following figures demonstrate the average values of diversification by income
groups and by “trapped” status. It is clear that LICs and the trapped MICs have done
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consistently worse in all measurements (where high values indicate low
diversification).
Figure 9: Export diversification (extensive) against income goups

Source: Author’s own calculation
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Figure 10: Export diversification (intensive) against income groups

Source: Author’s own calculation

Figure 11: Export diversification (total) against income groups

Source: Author’s own calculation
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Quality	
  
I take the upgrading of manufacturing quality rather than overall quality of the export
basket. Since my research interest is the effect of (lack of) structural transformation,
manufacturing activity is more relevant to this investigation. As an agricultural
product, tomato may experience a quality upgrade because of a rise in water
availability or improvement in weather, which does not imply structural
transformation or improvement in production capabilities. Hence, such false effects
are controlled by focusing solely on the production of manufactured goods. The 1digit SITC (Standard International Trade Classification) Revision 1 level is used as
data for manufacturing quality as it provides broad sectoral information on
manufacturing.
The equation to estimate quality is:
Quality estimatexmt = δ lnθmxt = ζ’1lnpmxt + ζ’2lnyxt + ζ’3lnDistmx

which adjusts for the differences in the cost of production and the bias for relative
distance between exporters and importers. θmxt is the quality estimate; pmxt is the price
of any given product, and m, x and t are importer, exporter, and time period,
respectively. yxt is per capita income of the exporter, and Distmx is the distance
between the importer and exporter (Henn, et. al. 2013). The index estimates quality
through the unit price of the export, and controlling for price differences due to
income, cost differences in the production, and biases due to large distances of trade
and high transport costs. The index assumes that what remains after controlling for
these factors is quality (Hallak, 2006; Henn, 2013). More technical information on
how they control for such effects is explained in Appendix 4.
The following figure shows the average values of manufacturing export quality by
income groups and by trapped status. Interestingly, the trapped countries have higher
average quality in manufacturing exports compared to non-trapped MICs.
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Figure 12: Manufacturing export quality against income groups

Source: Author’s own calculation

The control variables included in this empirical model are income level (GDP per
capita in 2005 dollars), pre-slowdown growth rate, trade openness (as a share of GDP,
sum of exports and imports), age dependency (ratio of dependents to the working-age
population), years of education (total and secondary or higher in separate variables).
EPS (2012, 2013) find that these control variables are also correlated with the
probability of a slowdown event, which may alter the coefficients of the explanatory
variables. Therefore, in order to maintain consistency and avoid omitted variable bias,
I also include these variables. The sources of data, coverage, and more information
are available in Appendix 5.

	
  
Empirical	
  Specification	
  
In order to test if the lack of structural transformation is a determinant of growth
slowdowns, this analysis follows EPS (2012, 2013) and uses a probit model with
panel data covering 137 countries from 1963 to 2010 with two explanatory variables
and six control variables. This specification proxies structural transformation with
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manufacturing quality upgrading and diversification of exports, which are the
explanatory variables.
I will test the null hypothesis, H0, that export quality and export diversification do not
change the likelihood of experiencing a middle-income growth slowdown, against the
alternative hypothesis, H1, that higher manufacturing export quality will lower the
likelihood of experiencing a slowdown event, and H2 that more export diversification
will lower the same likelihood. The model that I wish to fit is:
Probability (slowdown=1) = Φ(β0 + β1ExportDiversification +β2ExportQuality +

β3GDPpc + β4Pre-SlowdownGrowthRate + β5TradeOpenness + β6AgeDependency +
β7Education + β8HigherEducation)

where β0 is the constant. I expect that β1 is significant and positive, meaning that
more diversification lowers the probability of a growth slowdown (the diversification
index reports lower values for higher diversification). Therefore, I expect it to have a
positive effect; less diversification – with higher values – will increase the likelihood
of a slowdown. β2 is expected to have a significant and negative coefficient, meaning
that higher manufacturing quality in exports will lower the probability of a growth
slowdown. The others are control variables. Appendix 5 summarises the description
of all variables and their data sources, and Appendix 6 provides the summary of
statistics of each variable.

Results	
  
Because of the nature of the probit model, I am only able to interpret the direction of
the probabilities – whether it has a positive or negative effect on the probability of a
slowdown event. Other studies in the MIT literature, including Aiyar (2013) and EPS
(2012; 2013), interpret the results of their probit regressions similarly. Hence, the
present results also do not report the exact value of the change in probability.
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Table 2: Determinants of Growth Slowdowns, Regression Results

*p-values are shown in italics under the coefficient values
Source: Author’s own calculation
The summary of results is shown in table 2. The high likelihood ratio (Wald chisquare) and p-value of 0.0000 in all specifications tells that the models as a whole are
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all individually statistically significant, and that at least one of the coefficients is not
equal to zero.
Export diversification is significant with a positive coefficient and robust to different
measurements in five out of six of the regression models. Total, extensive and
intensive diversification indices have 1, 5 and 10 percent significance levels,
respectively. I first tested them separately and then together with manufacturing
quality and their significance and signs did not change, except for model three where
intensive diversification variable is insignificant. However, this variable gains
significance at a 10% level when it is tested with manufacturing quality. Further, the
sign of the coefficient for diversification in all the models confirms my prediction;
higher values of the index – less diversification – increase the likelihood of a growth
slowdown. Therefore, I am able to reject the null hypothesis in favour of the
alternative which hypothesises that export diversification is a determinant of growth
slowdowns. These results suggest that a rise in export diversification – both through
new and existing product lines – lowers the likelihood of experiencing a growth
slowdown at the middle-income level.
Manufacturing quality, on the other hand, yielded surprising results. It is tested
separately in model four and together with total, extensive and intensive
diversification in models five, six, and seven respectively. Its sign and the
significance level are consistent and highly significant in all the models with a 99.9%
confidence level. However, the sign is the opposite of what I expected. Holding GDP
level, pre-slowdown growth rate, trade openness, dependency ratio, and education
level constant, having higher quality manufacturing exports increases the likelihood
of a growth slowdown. This can be extended to infer that improving production
capabilities in the manufacturing sector does not allow a country to escape the MIT.
Counter-intuitively, it makes it more likely that they will fall in the trap. Therefore, I
fail to reject the null hypothesis.
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Discussion	
  of	
  Results	
  and	
  Policy	
  Implications	
  
Discussion	
  of	
  Results	
  
Almost half of the slowdowns this specification identifies occur at a narrow range of
$2,000-4,000, which corresponds to the middle-income level (see figure 8). This
provides evidence in favour of the existence of the MIT, in line with the findings of
Aiyar et. al. (2013), EPS (2012, 2013) and Felipe et. al (2012).
The results show an element of “regression to the mean”, as the coefficient for preslowdown growth rate is significant and positive. This suggests that having a high
growth rate before the slowdown episode makes a country more prone to experience a
growth slowdown or fall in the MIT, holding GDP level, pre-slowdown growth rate,
trade openness, dependency ratio, and education level constant. This is partial
evidence for the findings of Pritchett and Summers (2014), but the results of the
present paper also show the significance of other determinants such as export
diversification and manufacturing quality.
The results indicate that diversification of the export composition helps MICs avoid
being trapped at the middle-income level. This confirms my earlier speculation that
diversifying output and processes will create more opportunities to establish
backward and forward linkages and form a dense economic structure with various
activities complementing and supporting each other. Creation of backward and
forward linkages, captured by the intensive diversification variable, reduces the
probability of a growth slowdown with a coefficient significant at the 10% level in the
seventh regression model. Additionally, diversifying into new activities that did not
exist in the initial output structure, which is captured by the extensive diversification
index, reduces the likelihood of a slowdown event with a coefficient significant at 1%
level in model two and 10% in model six. Hence, countries can escape the MIT
through a diversification strategy allowing them to follow a stable and non-volatile
growth path and join the high-income group.
The results on export diversification are parallel to Felipe et. al. (2012)’s analysis as
well as the findings of Imbs and Wacziarg (2003), Klinger and Lederman (2006) and
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Cadot, Carrère and Strauss-Khan (2011). It is easier for MICs to gain competitiveness
in higher value-added activities if they diversify towards new product lines and let go
of specialising in a specific sector. Diversifying the economic activity across multiple
sectors will dampen the effects of sector-specific shocks and reduce dependency on a
narrow range of sectors. The creation of backward and forward linkages provides
local support for other industries and makes it more likely to establish a dense
network of sectors that support each other in positive interactions. This facilitates the
process of jumping from lower to higher value-added activities or discovering new
and efficient methods of production (Hidalgo and Hausmann, 2009). Intuitively, it is
easier for economies to upgrade from assembling toys to assembling computers than
to upgrade from tomatoes to automobiles.
However, the results on manufacturing quality are not as intuitive, especially from a
structuralist perspective. The index for manufacturing quality is consistently and
highly significant at the 0.1% level in all the models, from model four to seven.
However, this does not mean that structural transformation, which the manufacturing
quality index is a proxy of, leads to growth slowdowns. In fact, the results warn us
about the applicability of designating “high-productivity versus low-productivity”
with “industrial versus non-industrial”. (Ghani, 2013). The argument in favour of
industrialisation being imperative to development must be revised, and tertiary sectors
must be included in the discussion of “modern” sectors for structural transformation.
Structuralists, including Lewis, Prebisch, Singer and Kaldor, say that a shrinking
agriculture sector is a sign of structural transformation because it implies that the
economy’s resources are directed towards the manufacturing sector, where there are
more opportunities for the development of production capacities. In contrast, Aiyar et.
al. (2013) find that the diminishing of agriculture and services sectors will increase
the likelihood of a country to slow down. EPS (2012) also find that increasing
manufacturing employment raises the likelihood of a growth slowdown. My results
support the latter view and show that from 1963 to 2010 manufacturing sector has not
offered the MICs any opportunities to graduate into the high-income level.
The unexpected findings on manufacturing quality might be a result of “premature
deindustrialisation” (Dasgupta and Singh, 2006; Rodrik, 2015; UNCTAD, 2003),
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which refers to the premature contraction of the manufacturing sector in developing
countries. For example, India’s manufacturing sector peaked in 2001 when
manufacturing employment share was only 15% of the national employment, whereas
the UK’s manufacturing peaked in 1970 when its share of manufacturing employment
was 35% (Felipe, et. al. 2014: 3). Deindustrialisation is not necessarily a concern for
advanced countries, if they already have gone through a proper experience of
industrialisation. However, having little experience in industrialisation may
prematurely push the latecomers towards petty services, unlike the type of services
that advanced countries are specialising in, such as finance and ICT. Because of
relative price trends determined by the manufacturing industries in advanced
countries, coupled with technological innovation curtailing the need for labour in
manufacturing (Rodrik, 2015: 4), manufacturing sector might have lost its
effectiveness in structural transformation, in contrast to what was traditionally
thought.
Another explanation can be offered by a GVC analysis. Kaplinsky (2000) argues that
manufacturing products are analogous to primary commodities since production
became globalised. Manufacturing products have low value-added rents, and the
highest economic rents are outside manufacturing production and are at design and
marketing activities (page 121). Manufacturing products without a brand-name are
easily replicable by other firms worldwide and will not live as long as copyrighted
products (Knutsen, 2003). That is why increasing manufacturing production may not
necessarily lead to a proportional growth in national income or avoid the MIT.
This is in contrast to Singer-Prebisch’s hypothesis, which assumes that relative prices
in manufacturing are higher vis-à-vis primary commodities and predicts that
industrialisation will enable developing countries become competitive in an unequal
global trade structure. Today, manufacturing exports cannot expand as traditionally
thought, because wages start rising and cost competitiveness decline at the middleincome level. Therefore, it does not offer economic rents to MICs as structuralists
expect. Hence, improvements in manufacturing do not provide the MICs leverage for
development anymore.
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Policy	
  Implications	
  
Manufacturing	
  Quality	
  
The results of this analysis call attention to growth strategies other than
industrialisation for MICs. In the age of globalisation, tertiary activities can also
enable linkage creation between sectors to upgrade the overall economic structure.
With improvements in technology, most services can be electronically exported
(Paus, 2012:122). Examples include call centres (call centres in India serving
customers in Britain, exploiting India’s comparative advantage in English language),
software development, business processing, health services, education, insurance,
audit and many more.
Services as a share of global trade is also growing rapidly, while the share of
manufacturing industry is declining. Therefore, services can offer the MICs
opportunities at least as much as manufacturing industry, especially through today’s
global value chains with opportunities in commercial services, IT, factoring,
marketing, logistics, distribution, post-sales services, as these are often sub-contracted
globally (Ghani and O’Connell, 2014: 21).
Flaaen et. al. (2013) argue that Malaysia is in MIT, because it has long been unable to
switch from labour-intensive manufacturing towards more value-added modern
services. Additionally, evidence from India shows that services sector – including
ICT, business services and finance – are growing rapidly and is the new engine of
India’s growth, while manufacturing stalls behind (Dasgupta and Singh, 2005:1055;
Dasgupta and Singh, 2006:15). Further, for the last 15 years, services sectors have
been growing rapidly in size and in their contribution to economic development in
India, and the mix of skilled and unskilled labour in manufacturing is similar to that
of services (Eichengreen and Gupta, 2011). Similar observations were made in
Pakistan and Sri Lanka (Ahmed and Ahsan, 2011; Noland, et. al., 2012). These imply
that manufacturing sector does not raise labour and overall productivity any more
than the tertiary sectors raise, which means that the high-productivity sector we often
mention in structural transformation may as well be the services sector.
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However, one must be cautious of making generalisations based on the experience of
a few countries. The diminishing of industrial opportunities in Latin America did not
have similar consequences as it did in India, Pakistan or Sri Lanka. As a result of
Washington Consensus policies that the Latin American countries followed in the
1980s and 1990s after their debt crisis, the ensuing structural change was growthreducing with specialisation in current and static comparative advantages rather than
long-term dynamic comparative advantages (Ocampo, 2005; Shafeaeddin, 2005).
With the exception of Chile, countries started deindustrialising at very premature
levels; Brazil and Mexico already peaked in their manufacturing production in 1986
and 1990 with manufacturing employment shares of 16% and 20%, respectively,
which are low relative to the respective shares of advanced and industrialised
countries (Rodrik, 2015). This resulted in a shift of activities towards primary
commodities, natural resources and petty services (UNCTAD, 2003: 124-142).
Hence, deindustrialisation did not automatically enable the flourishing of modern
services. In the absence or shrinking of industrial opportunities, businesses should
have been directed towards viable alternatives.
Taiwan, as one of the successful latecomers, did differently. Diverging away from the
policies associated with the so-called Washington Consensus, Taiwanese state used
industrial and regulatory policies to facilitate the networking among sectors,
incubated high-tech start-ups (by limiting foreign competition and subsidised local
development of high-tech firms), allowed existing local business groups to diversify
into modern service sectors and high-technology electronics, while its promotional
policies evolved away from manufacturing industries. According to Amsden and Chu
(2003), government intervention was heavy and systematic, and it allowed the
economy to evolve from labour-intensive industries controlled by multinational
corporations (MNCs) towards large national firms which diversified into high-tech
electronics and services. Hence, state involvement enabled them to break the “glassceiling” between foreign management of local production (stage 2) and localised
production and management (stage 3) as Ohno (2009) described (see figure 6). As the
authors have put:
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“It is more in the interests of national entities than foreign multinational firms to
invest in the specific assets that are required to compete at this [latecomer developing
country] stage of development.” (Amsden and Chu, 2003: 3) (emphasis added).
Hence, a proactive government is imperative to ease the diversification of activities
away from manufacturing and to ensure that the objectives of the foreign investors are
in line with the developmental objectives of the host country. Taiwan was able to
break that glass-ceiling and escape the MIT by maintaining its industrial and
regulatory policies but changing its content to include high-technology electronics
and services and diversifying to include more activities other than manufacturing.
It should be noted that this paper does not argue manufacturing should be skipped and
structural transformation should follow the transfer of labour from agriculture to
directly into tertiary sectors. On the contrary, agricultural labour becoming industrial
wage earners might offer a suitable growth strategy in low-income settings. However,
MICs typically have developed some industrial base already. Therefore, their strategy
might have to move towards services and tertiary activities in order to graduate from
the middle-income category (Kharas and Kohli, 2011: 284).

Diversification	
  of	
  Exports	
  
The results show that MICs can reduce the likelihood of slowing down and follow a
more stable growth path through diversification. But how does a country diversify?
Diversification must be treated as a positive “externality”. It is not in an
entrepreneur’s private advantage to invest in experimenting and discovering the costs
and advantages of new activities. There is considerable uncertainty and private loss
involved in the discovery process. This process has positive externalities for other
entrepreneurs; if the first entrepreneur discovers a successful project, this will enable
others to learn and emulate the project, and thus, create economy-wide benefits.
However, if the incumbent entrepreneur fails, his or her losses will not be socialised
the same way the success would have been socialised. Therefore, the state has a role
in enabling the discovery of new profitable activities and socialising the high initial
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investment costs in order to facilitate the process of diversification (Hausmann, et al.,
2007: 3-4).
The present analysis provides evidence that discovering and diversifying to new
activities will have long-term benefits in avoiding the MIT and are in MICs’ national
interest. Therefore, “industrial and regulatory policies” are necessary to facilitate this
process and overcome the externality problem of diversifying production. The policy
agenda must avoid being one-dimensional and based on manufacturing only, have a
broader set of strategies, and must transition from LIC-oriented growth strategies
towards strategies that are suited for MICs’ growth.
Evidence from Imbs and Wacziarg (2003) and Klinger and Lederman (2006) show
that advanced countries in their path of income convergence increasingly diversified
their product and export composition up until the income level of $20,000
approximately. This paper adds to their findings by showing that MICs can avoid
stagnating at middle-income levels if they diversify their export composition.
Different products and sectors matter because they bring different learning
opportunities and shape the comparative advantages of the future when the economy
attains a higher level of income. Therefore, today’s activities will influence
tomorrow’s production capabilities and the potential to innovate in the future. The
choice of not having any industrial policy to steer this process is “the acceptance of
the current international division of intellectual and physical labour” as it is (Cimoli,
Dosi, Stiglitz, 2009: 3) and a refusal to upgrade the “revealed comparative
advantages” that a country inherits from its past. Diversification of the economic
activities, therefore, offers opportunities to a country to discover the costs and
advantages of new activities that can be profitable in the future. A task that is so
crucial to the future of a country’s development cannot be imputed on the private
actors in a market with externalities. The state responsibility is imperative to facilitate
and aggregate the diversified activities by linking and organising them.
This brings up the debate on industrial policies (Amsden, 1989; Rodrik, 1995; Wade,
1990) versus market forces (Krueger, 1979; Pack, 2000; World Bank, 1993) for
promoting development and structural transformation. If there is a risk of being
trapped in the same income group and there are externalities in the market, then
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government intervention is justified. The kind of industrial policy understood and
needed here is more expansive than simply infant industry protection, and it includes
policies on trade, research and development, public provision, foreign investment, and
finance (Cimoli et. al., 2009) to coordinate businesses to expand towards new
activities from their existing structure.
This missing link, namely the industrial policies, can be identified by looking at
countries which were able to diversify and avoid the MIT. For example, Taiwanese
low-tech electronics firms were able to diversify through state assistance. A local
company, called GVC, invested five years of R&D with the help of state subsidies,
hired experts and researchers from American IT companies (for example, Bell Labs)
and was able to diversify out of its traditional product – modems – towards new and
modern products such as monitors, notebooks and PCs (Amsden and Chu, 2003: 56).
Similar successes were observed in other companies, for example in Inventec, which
diversified from handheld calculators to PCs in less than five years with state help
(ibid: 58). Evidently, state facilitating the discovery process of what can be profitable
in the future is one of the reasons why the East Asian high-performers could diversify
towards higher value-added activities and thus escape the MIT.
Chile offers another example, where foreign and local investment went predominantly
into the natural resource sector. This initially allowed limited spillovers of
technology, upgrading and diversifying of activities. It was only in 2000 when the
Chilean state founded the foreign investment institution, “Invest Chile”, to target
technology-intensive foreign investment and avoid accumulation of investment in the
primary commodity and natural resource sectors (Paus, 2012: 133). It is hardly
coincidental that Chile graduated from MIC to HIC status in 2010 after this change of
strategy. Hence, at the middle stages of development, the state has a role to prioritise
developmental goals and promote investment into activities that are not concentrated
in the same, low value-added activities.

Limitations	
  
To define a growth slowdown event, I added a lower threshold of $2,000 income per
capita to limit the data to countries which are in the MIC group or above. However,
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there is no upper threshold to limit the HICs. This may have the risk of capturing the
slowdowns from advanced countries, which would have implications that are not
necessarily relevant to MICs. However, HICs do not typically experience growth that
is as fast as the developing countries which is followed by a steady deceleration –
conditions 1 and 2. That is why there are only 9 slowdown events out of 83 that are
from HICs, unlike EPS (2011, 2013) study where majority of the slowdowns are of
advanced countries.
Further, the calculation of the manufacturing quality index is mainly based on the unit
price of the product. This may be capturing the effect of the price of the product, not
necessarily its genuine quality, which could be physically measured by the product’s
longevity, technology-content or number of defects. However, this study does not
have the capacity to measure the genuine quality of products; hence, we have to rely
on the data provided by reliable sources such as the IMF.
The main challenge of cross-country regressions is that they can easily neglect the
country-specific problems. For example, the reason why Chile slowed down in the
1970s and 1980s, as spotted by my specification, might be due to national political
instability during the Pinochet Era (Constable and Valenzuela, 1993); therefore, a
country-specific investigation could offer more insight than a cross-country
regression. However, offering context for each slowdown is beyond the scope of this
study. Hence, I refer to further research to complement these findings with contextspecific analysis for the slowdowns.
Additionally, a GVC analysis could explain why manufacturing quality upgrading
does not enable countries to avoid growth slowdowns. This paper can only speculate
that the economic rents of manufacturing production could be captured by the TNCs,
and that the competition between low-wage countries that are dependent on labourintensive production could be lowering the value of intermediary manufacturing
goods (Kaplinsky, 2000). However, this study does not have the space to offer that
analysis, because the main focus here is the role of structural transformation on the
risk of falling in the MIT. The role of other factors behind structural transformation is
the subject of another study.
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Conclusion	
  
The trend of being trapped at the middle-income level proves to be endemic among
geographies, as shown by the findings of this paper (see Appendix 3 for the full list of
slowdowns). I find evidence that the slowdowns that MICs experience are
disproportionately more than the slowdowns other income groups experience (see
figure 8), which provides evidence for the existence of a trap. The results show that
lack of diversification of exports increases a MICs’ likelihood of falling in the MIT.
Therefore, increasing diversification should be a part of strategies for MICs to avoid
the MIT, which can be done so by discovering new activities or expanding activities
within the existing product lines and existing trade partners. Otherwise, they run the
risk of specialising in a narrow range of products, which will likely situate them in the
MIT.
Another strategy is to find a balance between manufacturing and tertiary sectors in the
economy. The traditional structuralist view, which argues that industrialisation is key
to development, is not supported by the present results. Especially at the middleincome level ($2,000 income per capita and above) countries may be unable to
maintain competitiveness in manufacturing due to their increasing wages and
competition by low-wage LICs. Therefore, focusing on enhancing the manufacturing
sector is not an appropriate development strategy for MICs.
The loss of importance of manufacturing leads us to ask what might replace the
Industrial Revolution for today’s developing countries. One possibility is the tertiary
sector, which offers alternative channels for MICs to take advantage of. Especially
because of technological improvements, services have become increasingly
exportable. For example, call centres in India can offer customer services to British
customers of British banks, or clerical jobs can be offered online without face-to-face
human contact (Blinder, 2006). Such experimental and inventive ideas can provide
alternatives in the face of diminishing industrialisation in size and in importance.
Nevertheless, it is beyond the scope of this research to conclude that services will
provide the leverage for MICs to avoid the MIT. There are no examples of a
developing country which exploited its services sectors and was successful in
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attaining high-income levels, without first achieving a strong manufacturing base
(Felipe et. al, 2014). It also depends on country-specific factors. Services may work
for India due to language advantages in English and already-established ICT clusters
(Balatchandirane, 2007), but this does not mean that services-led growth strategy will
work in other MICs. While we should avoid making “one-size fits all” statements – a
reminiscent of the Washington Consensus – this paper is only speculating for what
comes next in development policy if manufacturing is not working for the MICs,
given the evidence that this study shows.
However, enough is known to be reasonably sure of several points: first, diversifying
exports to include activities in new and existing sectors will help MICs to avoid
slowing down, because it forms linkages between new and existing sectors and enable
the discovery of what the economy can become competitive at. Hence, lack of
structural transformation (that is, lack of diversification) can explain why countries
may fall in the MIT. Second, upgrading manufacturing quality makes it more likely
for MICs to slow down. However, this paper cannot be specific about which sectors
will provide the alternative leverage for MICs to continue growing and developing to
attain high-income levels.
It is important to note that this paper does not argue that manufacturing is inferior to
tertiary sectors. It can only conclude that diversifying activities when a country
reaches the middle-income level will offer a solution to avoid the MIT, but which
sectors must be included and prioritised is still an open question and should be
identified by further research.
Perhaps, MIT is a result of the core and the periphery’s hierarchical structure. It is not
only the MICs who performed poorly in income convergence. LICs are also suffering
their own traps, including the poverty trap, conflict trap, natural resource trap. These
traps are evidence for a hardly-ever-changing global economic order especially in the
post-war era. The backward advantage, which the neoclassical economics claim that
the developing countries possess, may in fact be a “backward disadvantage” for
developing countries, because they have to break through the established hierarchy of
the global economic and trade order. This dissertation provides evidence that within
that trade order, it is advisable for MICs to avoid specialising in manufacturing goods.
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Instead, they should diversify their trade and production to include activities that are
outside their production structure, so as to break the status quo in their ranks in the
world trade and global economic order.
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Appendices	
  
Appendix 1
Table 3 Economies in the lower-middle-income trap
in 2010

Country

Region

2010 GDP
per capita
(1990 PPP
$)

No. of years
as LM until
2010

Philippines Asia

3,054

34

2.5

Sri Lanka

Asia

5,459

28

4.3

Albania

Europe

4,392

37

4.8

Romania

Europe

4,507

49

4.1

3,065

45

1.8

6,737

53

2

6,542

61

2.6

4,802

38

2.8

4,010

58

2.2

2,818

47

0.4

4,381

60

1.1

3,484

56

-0.3

7,146

56

2.4

3,510

38

1.5

Latin
Bolivia
America &
Caribbean
Latin
Brazil
America &
Caribbean
Latin
Colombia America &
Caribbean
Latin
Dominican
America &
Republic
Caribbean
Latin
Ecuador
America &
Caribbean
Latin
El
America &
Salvador
Caribbean
Latin
Guatemala America &
Caribbean
Latin
Jamaica
America &
Caribbean
Latin
Panama
America &
Caribbean
Paraguay
Latin
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Peru

Algeria

Egypt

Iran

Jordan

Lebanon

Libya

Morocco

Tunisia

Yemen,
Rep.
Botswana
Congo,
Rep.

62169
America &
Caribbean
Latin
America &
Caribbean
Middle
East &
North
Africa
Middle
East &
North
Africa
Middle
East &
North
Africa
Middle
East &
North
Africa
Middle
East &
North
Africa
Middle
East &
North
Africa
Middle
East &
North
Africa
Middle
East &
North
Africa
Middle
East &
North
Africa
SubSaharan
Africa
SubSaharan
Africa

5,733

61

4.2

3,552

42

2.2

31

3.0

6,789

52

3.4

5,752

55

3.5

5,061

58

4.1

2,924

43

2.4

3,672

34

3.3

6,389

39

3.5

2,852

35

0.9

4,858

28

1.7

2,391

33

1.8

3,936
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South
Africa
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SubSaharan
Africa
SubSaharan
Africa
SubSaharan
Africa
SubSaharan
Africa

3,858

56

0

4,655

61

2.4

4,725

61

2

3,270

41

2.2

Table 4 Economies in the upper-middle-income
trap in 2010

Country

Region

Malaysia

Asia

Uruguay
Venezuela
Saudi
Arabia
Syria

Latin
America
Latin
America
Middle
East
Middle
East

2010 GDP
per capita
(1990 PPP
$)

No. of
years as
UM until
2010

No. of
years as
LM

Ave.
growth
(%) 20002010

10,567

27

15

2.6

10,934

112

15

3.3

9,662

23

60

1.4

8,396

20

32

0.9

8,717

46

15

1.7

Table 5 Lower-middle-income economies not in the
trap in 2010

2010 GDP
per capita
(1990
PPP$)

No. of
years in
LM
until
2010

No. of
years
before
falling into
the lowermiddleincome
trap *

Country

Region

Cambodia

Asia

2,529

6

22

8.2

India

Asia

3,407

9

19

6.1

Indonesia

Asia

4,790

25

3

3.9
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Myanmar

Asia

3,301

7

21

9

Pakistan

Asia

2,344

6

22

2.6

Vietnam

Asia

3,262

9

19

6.1

Honduras

Latin America

2,247

11

17

1.6

Mozambique

Sub-Saharan
Africa

2,362

4

24

5.8

Table 6 Upper-middle-income economies not in the trap in 2010

2010 GDP
per capita
(1990
PPP$)

No. of
years in
UM until
2010

No. of
years in
LM

Ave.
growth
(%) 20002010

Country

Region

China

Asia

8,019

17

2

12

8.9

Thailand

Asia

9,143

28

7

7

3.6

Bulgaria

Europe

8,497

53

5

9

4.7

Hungary

Europe

9,000

51

10

4

2.4

Poland

Europe

10,731

50

11

3

3.9

Turkey

Europe

8,123

51

6

8

2.3

8,207

54

5

9

2.9

7,763

53

8

6

0.7

8,202

33

10

4

1.4

Costa Rica
Mexico
Oman

Latin
America
Latin
America
Middle
East

Source: Felipe et. al. (2012) page 27-32
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Appendix 2
Figure 13: Comparison of the indicator of export sophistication between lower-MIT
countries and ones who graduated from the lower-MIC level

Source: Felipe et. al., 2012, page 38

Figure 14: Comparison of diversification index between lower-MIT countries and
ones who graduated from the lower-MIC level

Source: Felipe et. al., 2012, page 38
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Figure 15: Comparison of diversification index between upper-MIT countries and
ones who graduated from the upper-MIC level

Source: Felipe et. al., 2012, page 39
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Appendix 3
	
  
Table 7 : Slowdown episodes I identified
Country

Year

GDP per capita at
slowdown

Algeria

1972

2070.514581

Angola

2007

2359.279961

Antigua and Barbuda

2004

11505.18573

Argentina

1969

4630.832893

Argentina

1992

4871.828775

Argentina

2005

5767.741657

Azerbaijan

2006

2099.709751

Bahamas

1965

17250.79911

Bahamas

1978

15671.82594

Bahrain

1991

15799.08858

Barbados

1997

12753.96009

Barbados

2006

14962.62387

Belarus

2000

2103.058614

Belarus

2006

3460.131302

Belize

1988

2162.480276

Belize

2000

3604.656189

Botswana

1988

3281.861314

Brazil

1970

2344.716109

Bulgaria

2004

3553.858199

Chile

1979

3153.747052

Chile

1989

4045.688342

Congo, Rep.

1982

2063.775284

Cuba

1981

3127.98448

Cuba

2005

3776.470549

Dominica

1986

3162.408212

Dominican Republic

1997

2821.942007

Ecuador

1973

2064.855792

El Salvador

1974

2371.711074

Equatorial Guinea

1997

2646.326175
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Estonia

2003

8764.503247

Fiji

1970

2189.455529

Finland

1998

31641.26118

Gabon

1971

5415.597362

Gabon

1976

13592.00421

Gabon

1984

8849.803507

Gabon

1993

7673.289894

Georgia

1984

3186.775271

Greece

2004

22204.32631

Grenada

1986

3187.539196

Iran

1973

2660.855925

Ireland

1998

37031.11244

Israel

1971

9175.90187

Israel

1995

17748.22222

Kazakhstan

2000

2343.537035

Korea, Rep.

1987

6980.067336

Kuwait

2003

31313.25473

Latvia

2003

6225.45364

Lebanon

2007

5715.89592

Luxembourg

1988

45040.62216

Malaysia

1991

3355.600956

Malta

1978

6353.617869

Mauritius

1986

2401.754045

Nicaragua

1974

2030.576275

Oman

1968

4826.405948

Oman

1983

8989.425668

Panama

1981

3575.602895

Peru

1994

2118.136113

Portugal

1970

7486.989956

Romania

2003

4039.18144

Russian Federation

1999

3503.784691

Russian Federation

2004

4985.323543

Saudi Arabia

1976

21916.55793
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Saudi Arabia

1988

12078.19739

Seychelles

1976

5941.323775

Seychelles

1987

7179.400455

Seychelles

1997

10756.11316

Singapore

1968

3866.271153

Slovak Republic

2006

12628.40979

St. Kitts and Nevis

1988

6763.346942

St. Lucia

1988

3411.527392

1972

2005.097028

Grenadines

1988

2910.686311

Suriname

1989

3187.306505

Swaziland

1990

2017.012324

Thailand

2004

2590.191171

Trinidad and Tobago

1977

7643.427552

Trinidad and Tobago

2002

9578.28683

United Arab Emirates

1989

43692.61073

Uruguay

1976

3615.440747

Uruguay

1996

4855.672885

Uruguay

2007

5768.309584

Venezuela, RB

1976

6957.681969

Venezuela, RB

2004

5022.738461

St. Vincent and the
Grenadines
St. Vincent and the
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Appendix 4
Henn et. Al. (2013) first specify the trade price (unit value) equation as:
ln pmxt = ζ0 + ζ1lnθmxt + ζ2lnyxt + ζ3lnDistmx + εmxt (1)
where
pmxt : price of any given product,
θmxt: unobservable quality
m, x and t: importer, exporter, and time period, respectively.
yxt : exporter’s per capita income, which captures cross-country differences in costs
related to income.
Distmx : distance between importer and exporter to account for the bias of high prices
due to higher shipping costs.
Then they introduce the quality-augmented gravity specification:
ln(imports)mxt = ImFE + ExFE + αDistmx + βImxt + δ lnθmxtlnymt + εmxt (2)
where
ImFE and ExFE: importer and exporter fixed effects
Imxt : a set of trade determinants, which comes from the trade gravity literature.
Then they rearrange the first equation for lnθmxt and insert into the second equation,
finding:
ln(imports )mxt = ImFE + ExFE + αDistmx + βImxt + ζ’1lnpmxtlnymt + ζ’2lnyxtlnymt +
ζ’3lnDistmxlnymt + ε’mxt (3)
where
ζ’1= δ/ζ1,
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ζ’2 = – δζ2/ζ1,
ζ’3 = – δζ3/ζ1, and
ε’mxt = –((δζ’0 + δεmxt)/ ζ1)lnymt + εmxt
Then, this estimation is used for 851 products with 851 coefficients. These estimated
coefficients are used in rearranging the first equation, to calculate “quality” adjusted
for production cost differences and for bias because of relative distance between
exporters and importers:
Quality estimatexmt = δ lnθmxt = ζ’1lnpmxt + ζ’2lnyxt + ζ’3lnDistmx (4)
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Appendix 5
Table 8: Description of variables and data sources.
Variable

Description

Slowdown

Binary variable, takes
Dependent
the value of 1 if there is variable
a slowdown event, and
0 otherwise.

GDP per capita

GDP per capita at
purchasing power
parity in constant 2005
US dollars.
Estimate for quality of
manufacturing exports
derived in an index

Independent
variable

Estimate for
diversification of
exports derived in an
index – sum of the
extensive and intensive
indices
Estimate for
diversification of
exports derived in an
index – taking products
classified as “new”

Explanatory
Variable

Export
Diversification
(Intensive)

Estimate for
diversification of
exports derived in an
index – taking products
classified as “existing”

Explanatory
Variable

Trade Openness

Trade as a sum of
exports and imports of
goods and services
measured as a share of
GDP

Control
Variable

Manufacturing
Export Quality

Export
Diversification
(Total)

Export
Diversification
(Extensive)

Category

Explanatory
Variable

Explanatory
Variable
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Source

Author’s
calculation with
GDP per capita
data from World
Bank
World Bank

IMF
Diversification
Toolkit: export
Diversification and
Quality Databases
2014
IMF
Diversification
Toolkit: export
Diversification and
Quality Databases
2014
IMF
Diversification
Toolkit: export
Diversification and
Quality Databases
2014
IMF
Diversification
Toolkit: export
Diversification and
Quality Databases
2014
World Bank
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Dependency Ratio

Ratio of dependents of
younger than 15 or
older 64 to the
working-age
population

Control
Variable

World Bank

Education

Years of schooling of
population aged 15 and
over.

Control
Variable

Barro-Lee
Educational
Attainment Dataset

Education
(Secondary)

Years of secondary
Control
schooling of population Variable
aged 15 and over

Barro-Lee
Educational
Attainment Dataset
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Appendix 6
Table 9: Summary statistics of the sample
Variable

Observations Mean

Min

Max

Slowdown Binary
Variable

8448

0.00982

Pre-slowdown Growth

5707

-0.00392

GDP per capita

6757

7,973

12,654

50

86,129

Diversification (Total)

7368

3.57791

1.281083

0.9610

6.4378

Diversification
(Extensive)

7441

0.66017

0.732310 -0.0585

6.4378

Diversification
(Intensive)

7392

2.93890

1.049577

0.0000

6.4249

Quality of
Manufacturing

6728

0.86731

0.111971

0.0076

1.2470

Trade Openness

6672 76.59403

50.713690

4.9827

531.7374

Age dependency

8301 10.02760

5.812587

0.3905

36.0183

Years of Edu (Total)

6816

6.05214

3.069036

0.0460

13.1800

Years of Edu
(Secondary)

6720

1.92057

1.402860

0.0000

6.8700

Source: Author’s own calculation
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Std. Dev.
0.098638

0

1

1.222370 -17.794

16.1189

